JETFLY GROUP
A PRIVATE AVIATION COMPANY
WITH UNIQUE FLIGHT SOLUTIONS
TO FIT ALL YOUR NEEDS

JETFLY GROUP
PORTFOLIO

FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Buy a share in a Pilatus aircraft and get all of the benefits of full
aircraft ownership but at a fraction of the cost. Jetfly operates
Europe's largest fleet of Pilatus PC-12 & PC-24 aircraft. The
Jetfly service offers its co-owners guaranteed availability of an
aircraft, at short notice, anywhere in Europe. Jetfly have access
to 3000+ airports as well as small grass runways. You save time
by landing closer to your final destination.

AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT

AIRCRAFT CHARTER

Fly7 are based in Lausanne and can manage your Pilatus aircraft
anywhere in the world, overseeing all maintenance, operations
and crew management. They can also assist clients completely
through the acquisition process or the sale of their aircraft. They
offer an integrated approach with technical and accounting
support.

CaptainJet is an aircraft charter platform which has access to
over 7000+ aircraft worldwide. This ranges from VLJ‘s to longrange jets. CaptainJet gives you the option to book a flight
through a professional broker or you can use their pioneering
online platform which puts you directly in touch with the
aircraft operator.
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OWNERSHIP

FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP
THE COMPANY
Jetfly was established in 1999, has its headquarters in Luxembourg and operates the largest fleet of Pilatus aircraft
in Europe. They have been a pioneer of fractional ownership on the highest level of professionalism. With 20 years
of experience and over 150.000 flying hours, Jetfly employs around 300 people including 150 full time pilots. Jetfly
are the European launch partner and first commercial operator of the Pilatus PC-24 jet.
THE CONCEPT
You buy a share relative to your flying needs in a new, fully optioned Pilatus PC-12 or PC-24 aircraft. This gives you
guaranteed access to the fleet of Pilatus PC-12 or PC-24 anywhere in Europe at short notice for a set number of
hours each year. You simply have to call or email the reservations team and they will do the rest. In addition to the
acquisition of the aircraft share, there is a monthly management fee to have the aircraft available 24/7. You then
pay for each occupied hour in the aircraft, but you don’t have to worry about any positioning costs.
THE FLEET
Jetfly operates the greenest fleet of business aircraft in Europe with an emission rate which is ten times lower than
a large cabin business jet. The fleet consists of 25 Pilatus PC-12 and 6 Pilatus PC-24 jets and they are all adorned
with the unique interior & exterior designed by Philippe Starck. Every year the fleet grows by 4 brand new, fully
optioned Pilatus PC-12 and PC-24 aircraft. Each aircraft has a large cargo-door for bulky luggage as well as a
spacious cabin for up to 8 passengers with enough leg- and headroom.

FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP
JETFLY CO-OWNER
Jetfly co-owners use Jetfly for business and personal travel. They have an ownership mentality but don’t have the
requirement for full aircraft purchase. They have been won over by the Pilatus aircraft and love its versatility and
ability to carry heavy loads over long distances and land on runways closer to their final destination. Jetfly coowners understand the low depreciation, the safety and reliability you get from investing in a Pilatus aircraft as
opposed to simply chartering. They want to know that they are in safe hands with highly trained and professional
crews. They don’t want to pay for positioning legs and like transparent pricing so they can budget.
ADVANTAGES AS A CO-OWNER
All co-owners are guaranteed to receive a fully optioned aircraft within 24 hours, with two experienced and highly
trained Jetfly pilots throughout Europe. As you can land on unpaved runways as well on international airports, you
have access to more than 3000 airports, 3x as many airfields than the charter market. Jetfly high level of
exceptional service is available 24/7, 365 days a year and will take care of everything from flight planning to
catering. As a co-owner you have full flexibility on your flight bookings and you travel within your selected group of
people – no unforeseen cancellations, no delays or waiting time for security checks. You fly the most comfortable
way with transparent pricing and without any positioning and cancellation fees. Jetfly co-owners benefit from all
the advantages of aircraft ownership but without taking on the full cost risk.
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AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT
THE COMPANY
Fly7 are based in Lausanne and offer a full management solution for Pilatus owner’s worldwide. This covers all
maintenance, operations and crew management. They can also consult on the aircraft purchase and sale of old
aircraft.
THE CONCEPT
Fly7 takes control of the entire aircraft management and offers its clients the option to charter their aircraft as a
way of off-setting some of the costs of ownership. The charter flights are operated under an Air Operating
Certificate (AOC) which is held by Jetfly Group’s commercial arm based in Finland - Hendell Aviation.
THE FLEET
Fly7 is currently servicing over 20 Pilatus PC-12 including a cargo plane and 3 Pilatus PC-24.

AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT
FLY7 CLIENTS
Private individuals and companies who want a trusted partner to manage their aircraft safely and efficiently with
the opportunity to recoup some of the costs through charter flights. Clients can also be charter customers using
the Fly7 fleet of Pilatus or want access to 7000+ private jets worldwide which Fly7 have access to through the
Avinode platform and personal relationships.
MANAGEMENT ADVANTAGES
Fly7 take the hassle away from aircraft ownership and can tailor individual solutions to fit the owner’s exact needs.
The aircraft can be based where the owner wants it to be and crews provided at short notice. Operating under one
of the only AOC’s for single turbine aircraft in Europe (Hendell Aviation) gives the owner the opportunity to off-set
some of the costs of aircraft ownership through charter flights.
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AIRCRAFT CHARTER
THE COMPANY
CaptainJet is a private aircraft charter company which has access to over 7000+ business jets worldwide.
THE CONCEPT
Through the Captain Jet website and App the customer can get quotes instantly from private jet operators across
the world. The customer is then in control of booking the flight and can negotiate directly with the operator.
Pricing is transparent with a 7% commission to Captain Jet. The platform is user friendly with a rating system on
operators which encourages the highest level of customer service. There is a professional team of brokers behind
the platform that can offer guidance and solve any problems the customer might have. Captain Jet also offers a
more traditional jet booking service directly through the broker who can manage the whole flight process.
THE AIRCRAFT
CaptainJet have access to the worldwide fleet of private aircraft; turbo props, VLJ’s, light jets, medium and heavy
jets.

CHARTER ADVANTAGES
Quick solution with no long-term commitment required. Variety of different aircraft to choose from. Empty leg
opportunities. Very high level of professional service.
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